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City Attorney

Justin Erbacci, Chief Executive Officer

SUBJECT: Award of Contract to ABM Aviation Inc. to provide Smart Parking
services at Los Angeles International Airport and Van Nuys Airport 
for an amount not to exceed $303,264,638.

Award of a seven-year contract with two one- year extension options to ABM Aviation Inc. to 
provide Smart Parking services at Los Angeles International Airport and Van Nuys Airport, for 
an amount not to exceed $303,264,638.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Management RECOMMENDS that the Board of Airport Commissioners:

1. ADOPT the Staff Report;

DETERMINE that this action is exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act 
(CEQA) pursuant to Article III, Class 1(1) of the Los Angeles City CEQA Guidelines as a 
minor construction activity where there will be no expansion of use and further exempt from 
CEQA pursuant to Article II, Section 2(f) as a continuing administrative, maintenance and 
personnel-related activity;

2.

FIND that the work can be performed more economically or feasibly by an independent 
contractor than by City employees;

3.
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4. FIND that the Request for Proposal process used in this competitive process satisfies 
requirements of Administrative Code Section 10.17 and is compatible with City's interests;

5. APPROVE the award of a seven-year contract with two one-year options to ABM Aviation 
Inc. to provide Smart Parking services for Los Angeles International Airport and Van Nuys;

6. APPROVE the appropriation of capital funds in the amount not to exceed $43,263,630 for 
Smart Parking infrastructure support to accommodate Smart Parking solutions; and,

7. AUTHORIZE the Chief Executive Officer to execute the contract with ABM Aviation, Inc. 
upon approval as to form by the City Attorney and upon approval by the Los Angeles City 
Council.

DISCUSSION:

1. Purpose
To provide Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) and Van Nuys Airport (VNY) guests a 
positive, modernized Smart Parking guest experience that will also increase revenue for Los 
Angeles World Airports (LAWA).

2. Prior Related Actions

• April 18, 2007 - Board Order AO-5058
The Board of Airport Commissioners (Board) awarded a three-year contract, plus two 
one-year extension options, to New South Parking to operate public and employee 
parking facilities at LAX and the VNY FlyAway bus terminal.

• May 3, 2010 - Board Resolution 24097
The Board exercised a one-year extension option, followed by a second one-year 
extension option that included a First Amendment (Resolution No. 24358), extending the 
term to May 2012. Second and Third Amendments followed under Resolution Nos. 
24708 and 25401, respectively

• February 19, 2014 - Board Resolution 25346
The Board approved an eight-year contract, plus two one-year extension options to 
Parking Concepts, Inc. for parking management and courtesy transportation services at 
LA/Ontario International Airport and parking management services at the Van Nuys Fly 
Away bus terminal, for an amount not-to-exceed $91,000,000 over the ten (10)-year 
term (this contract will be terminated prior to the activation of the Smart Parking services 
contract with ABM Aviation Inc).

• December 10, 2015 - Board Resolution No. 25854
The Board approved a five-year Agreement, plus five one-year extension options (DA- 
5043), to ABM Onsite Services -West, Inc., dba ABM Parking Services, for the operation 
and management of the Central Terminal Area parking garage system at Los Angeles 
International Airport for a total contract cost not to exceed $140,561,800 over the initial 
five-year term June 1, 2016 - May 31, 2021.

• January 17, 2019 - Board Resolution 26682
The Board approved a First Amendment to Operating Agreement DA-5043 with ABM
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Aviation, Inc. to add scope of services, adjust the hourly billable rates, and increase 
expenditure authority by $2,700,000, for new total not to exceed $143,300,000 over the 
five -year term, covering operation and management of the Central Terminal Area 
parking garage system at LAX.

3. Current Action

The current action requests Board approval of a new proposed contract with ABM Aviation Inc. 
(ABM) to provide Smart Parking services at LAX and VNY. The contract will require ABM to 
develop and implement several new technologies and operate and maintain parking operations 
at LAX and VNY. LAWA will pay ABM approximately $303,264,638 and expects to earn 
approximately $950,000,000 in gross revenue over the proposed seven-year term.

Background:
Parking revenue is a major component of LAWA’s non-aeronautical revenue, contributing 
approximately $108 million in CY 2019. However, infrastructure to support parking operations 
has not been updated in several years, which has hindered LAWA’s ability to implement 
innovations that will improve guest experience and generate additional revenue for LAWA. 
Parking services at LAX and VNY currently do not offer services that are now commonly 
featured in other large parking facilities, such as valet, parking reservations, vacancy 
notification, and electric vehicle (EV) charging. In addition, LAWA has multiple agreements to 
manage parking services at LAX and VNY, which limits the ability to create a consistent parking 
experience and implement innovations across multiple facilities.

To improve the guest experience and drive greater revenue, LAWA developed a new Smart 
Parking initiative to modernize parking services at LAX and VNY. This initiative will promote the 
use of integrated and modern infrastructure and Information Technology systems, develop new 
products with marketing strategies and branding, and utilize commercial and revenue 
management methods to maximize revenue across all the garages in the Central Terminal Area 
(CTA), the new Intermodal Transportation Facility - West (ITF-W), and our parking facility at 
VNY.

After LAWA staff fully developed the new Smart Parking concept and approach, it disseminated 
a Request for Proposal (RFP) to find a partner to provide these innovative parking services. 
Based on evaluation of the proposals submitted, LAWA selected and negotiated a single 
contractual relationship with ABM that will provide day-to-day operational parking management, 
as well as the commercial and technology capabilities that will help drive significant net revenue 
increases for LAWA through new parking products, dynamic pricing and online marketing. 
These new parking solutions and services will greatly enhance the customer experience and 
provide LAWA with further revenue benefits.

The following key points were included in the solicitation for the new parking services operator:

• Guidance/wavfindinq signage - Guidance and wayfinding on roadways approaching the 
airport, at the entrance of garages, and on each floor, identifying available parking with 
indicators above each parking spot.

• Automated parking infrastructure - Automated gates and contactless payment functionality, 
automated license plate readers, credit card and bar code readers, and pay-on-foot 
machines. The parking garage will be mainly a cashless operation with the use of
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technology to recognize a license plate and automatically process payment and control 
egress.

• Enhanced user experience - Enable guests to easily and conveniently find the best value 
and parking product. Allows guests to pre-book parking online, choose a parking garage, 
and designate a specific space.

• Valet Parking - Available as a premium product and reservations may be booked online. 
Due to COVID-19 impacts, this service is not anticipated to be available in the initial year of 
operation and will begin once a certain level of parking demand has been achieved.

• Operational Improvements - Increased accountability of parking space occupancy and thus 
greater availability of parking spaces, improved traffic flow into and out of the parking lots, 
and reduced traffic congestion around LAWA parking lots.

• Enhanced Revenue - Enhanced revenue through more efficient use of parking spaces and 
the ability to dynamically change pricing to optimize revenue during peak and off-peak 
periods (e.g. weekend discounts), and the integration of price premium offerings for high- 
demand parking spaces or for underutilized spaces.

• Electronic Vehicle (EV) Charging -This product was included to provide a fully integrated 
offering to the customer and to achieve LAWA’s sustainability objectives to promote the use 
of EVs. This will provide guests the option to reserve EV parking online and allow LAWA to 
generate revenue from EV chargers. Customers will be able to pay their EV fees through a 
one-step payment process for parking that includes EV charges within the parking rate, 
avoiding a separate payment step. EV charging eventually will be available in valet parking 
areas as well.

By offering the proposed EV Charging capabilities, LAWA will:

• Develop the largest integrated EV installation in any US airport;

Electrify 10% of parking spaces in the CTA and ITF-W by installing more than 1,250 
Level 2 Chargers;

Reduce the ongoing expense of the existing units to LAWA, that do not include a 
channel to recover costs;

Maintain on-site staff to maintain, repair, and clean to assure customer satisfaction;

Provide a world-class experience for EV customers in both premium and general 
parking; and,

• Introduce new technology that supports integration of the collection and reporting of EV 
payments through the parking access and revenue control system (PARCS) and parking 
guidance system (PGS).

To fully implement these innovations, the new contractor will be required to:

1) Develop, operate and maintain an online booking system that will allow reservations in 
specific garages, areas and spaces in a garage, valet services and amenities like EV 
charging;
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2) Make enhancements to LAWA’s PARCS to allow for frictionless entry and exit, where 
the guest experience will be completely touchless, paperless and payments will be 
automatically made from the guests credit or debit card;

3) Implement a PGS that will guide guests to a specific premium space in a parking facility, 
saving the time it takes to park and reducing Green House Gases; and

4) Convert 10% (approximately 1,260 spaces) of the available parking spaces across all 
parking facilities at LAX to enable EV Charging. This will create a new revenue-based 
business model for EV charging where guests will pay for charging their electronic 
vehicles, generating approximately $31.5 million in gross revenue over the term of the 
contract. The NPV for the EV program is estimated at $3.1 M and an IRR of 7.8%.

Management of data will be integrated into a cloud-based data analytic platform to provide 
operational insights, that will become the cornerstone of the LAWA Mobility-as-a-Service 
Strategy. Data will support analytical forecasting and benchmark critical elements of parking and 
traffic levels. Data will be used to operate LAX more efficiently and effectively by forecasting 
peak periods and number of vehicles using LAX at any given time period.

Proposed Contract:
Smart Parking is a service contract that creates, implements and maintains 11 parking products 
by the selected operator, ABM. In collaboration with LAWA, ABM will provide all the customary 
parking operation functions (fee collection, customer service, etc.) but also will maximize 
parking revenue with new options, improvements in guest experience and commercial yield 
management that identifies and markets the appropriate parking product to the prospective 
guest driving to the LAX or VNY facilities.

This contract also includes the full management of the PARCS and PGS components being 
installed in the ITF-W. The installation of ITF-W components is being brought to the Board 
under a separate action to enable and facilitate their timely and efficient installation under the 
ITF-W development agreement. The proposed capital expenses in this Board item do not 
include this capital costs for the ITF-W installation, but do include the cost for full integration of 
ITF-W into the contractor’s overall responsibility upon its completion in Summer 2021.

As described further below, ABM was selected as the most successful proposer and will be 
responsible for the following:

• Parking Operator Services

o Basic Parking Operator and Management Services of all existing CTA parking lots, VNY 
parking, and the ITF West facility

o On-line Reservation System

o Valet Parking Solution

o Payment Systems & Interfaces Upgrades

o EV Parking/ Charging in the ITF West and all CTA garages

o Integration with ITF West

o Parking Guidance System/Wayfinder solution, with ParkSol in the CTA and Park Assist 
in ITF West
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Capital Improvements - Redesign of CTA Entryways for License Plate Recognition 
(LPR)

IT Integration, with partner Accenture

CTA parking lot Improvements - painting, striping, and slurry and seal ground floors

Additional Scope for P7- Repair expansion joints and waterproof top level using a 
waterproof coating.

PARCS Services with HUB Technology

o

o

o

o

o

The revenues from parking services have historically exceeded the cost to operate and maintain 
the parking operations. LAWA believes that the new contract with new innovations will drive 
additional revenues as outlined below. The “Current Parking Products” is a projection over the 
proposed contract term (and includes an assumption for the ITF-W) to show what would be the 
gross revenue and income LAWA could expect by continuing with the current parking program. 
The “Proposed Smart Parking Products” is a similar projection over that same period, matching 
the same footprint. The table below provides a snapshot of what revenue and expenses would 
be under the existing agreement versus the new Smart Parking Contract for the next seven 
years:

Current Parking 
Products

Proposed Smart 
Parking Products

$ 647,047,709 $ 948,729,441Total Revenue

Total Operating Expense

Total Income
(224,048,836)

$ 422,998,872
(261,149,009)

$ 687,580,432
$ (43,263,630)Additional Capital Investment

Internal Rate of Return 27.4%
$ 64,616,069Net Present Value

Note: Operating expenses include costs associated with parking management contract only. It 
does not include expenses such as LAWA personnel or credit card processing fee.

LAWA Capital Expense
To implement the Smart Parking improvements, LAWA proposes to make a capital investment 
not to exceed $43,263,630 including - the EV charging solutions and contingency, necessary 
improvements to P7 and contingency, and installation of the new Parking Systems and 
automated parking controls, PGS by space, digital signage, minor civil works to improve capture 
of license plates (LPR) and provide contactless entry and exit, repainting the interior of the 
garages to improve aesthetics and lighting, and improvements to the network systems for 
increased reliability and performance.

$EV Charging HC Subtotal and Contingency
P7 Repair HC Subtotal and Contingency______
Parking Systems HC Subtotal and Contingency
TOTAL - APPROPRIATIONS REQUESTED

21,940,619
$ 3,063,500
$ 18,259,511
$ 43,263,630
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These capital expenses initially were meant to be borne by the parking service provider, but 
after further analysis it was determined to be better financially for LAWA to fund these capital 
expenses as part of the Capital Improvement Program. Thus, LAWA will fund the majority of 
these capital expenses as part of the initial year of startup costs to avoid unnecessary finance 
costs, allow for depreciation, and provide more contract control.

Procurement Process

LAWA published a RFP on February 3, 2020 and hosted a pre-proposal conference on 
February 18, 2020. LAWA electronically received three proposals from the following companies 
(in alphabetical order):

• ABM Aviation
• Imperial/Reef Parking
• LAZ Parking

A five-member evaluation panel comprised of the following staff reviewed and evaluated the 
proposals:

o Deputy Executive Director, CDG 
o Deputy Executive Director, TDIP 
o Assistant Airport Manager, Parking Services 
o Financial Manager, Finance
o Senior Manager, Ground Access, Hollywood-Burbank Airport (BUR)

The panel reviewed the proposals, conducted proposer interviews, and conducted an evaluation 
based on the following criteria and weight:

EVALUATION CRITERIA
PROPOSAL PART A - WRITTEN PROPOSAL WEIGHT
CRITERION 1. Ability to deliver on RFP Business Functionality 

Ability to deliver on RFP Technical Solution
50

CRITERION 2. 15
CRITERION 3. Ability to deliver on Proposal 10
CRITERION 4. Cost, revenue Proposal & Financial Capacity 

Inclusivity plan___________________________
20

CRITERION 5. 5
RFP EVALUATION TOTAL 100

PASS / FAILPROPOSAL PART B - ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

The final overall rankings were:

Rank Proposer
1 ABM Aviation, Inc.

Imperial/Reef Parking2
3 LAZ Parking

ABM was determined to be the successful proposer for the scope of services required. Key 
elements of their proposal that stood apart from the other proposers were their technology 
solutions that offered true contactless, touchless access and increased functionalities 
including one-step payment for parking and EV charging. Additionally. ABM has committed 
to an ACDBE inclusivity goal of 13.66%, which exceeds the 10% requirement set forth in the 
RFP.
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Action Requested

Staff requests the Board approve a seven-year contract with two one-year options to ABM 
Aviation Inc. for the management and implementation of Smart Parking services at LAX, Central 
Terminal Area garages, Van Nuys Flyaway parking facility, and the new ITF-W operations, for 
an amount not to exceed $303,264,638 over the seven-year term. In addition, staff requests the 
approval and appropriation of $43,263,630 in capital funds for the Smart Parking infrastructure 
improvements.

How this action advances a specific strategic plan goal and objective 

This action advances the following strategic goals and objectives:

• Deliver Facilities & Guest Experiences that are Exceptional: Upgrade every element of the 
quest experience.

• Deliver Facilities & Guest Experiences that are Exceptional: Develop, maintain and operate
first class facilities.

• Sustain a Strong Business: Diversify and grow revenue sources and manage costs.

Fiscal Impact

Approving the proposed contract with ABM Aviation Inc. will result in $261,149,009 in operating 
expenses over the seven-year term, plus $43,263,630 for capital investment over the seven- 
year term, and will generate approximately $950,000,000 in revenue over the term.

Adoption of this project impacts LAWA’s 10-year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) in three areas.

First, the scope of work provided by ABM includes immediate repairs and water
proofing of Parking Structure 7. The budget needed for this effort totals approximately 
$3,160,975, of which $2,785,000 is for hard costs, $97,475 in LAWA soft costs, and 
$278,500 for LAWA contingency. The CIP has already programmed budget for this effort 
as part of the Parking Structure Drainage and Expansion Joint Repair Phase 3 Project, 
which includes Parking Structure 7 and has a direct budget of $6.22 million. Since the 
amount of funding is below the total programmed budget, this scope of work will result in 
no net increase on the CIP.

Second, while Smart Parking is addressed in the CIP, the budget for that effort is being 
utilized to install the parking system in the Intermodal Transportation Facility-West in a 
separate BOAC action on this same agenda. Consequently, BOAC’s approval of this 
item, will increase the total programmed portion of the CIP by $19,742,490. That 
estimate consists of $17,394,264 for hard costs, $608,799 for LAWA soft costs, and 
$1,739,426 for LAWA contingency. These capital costs initially were intended to be 
borne by the parking services operator, but after further analysis it was determined to be 
better financially for LAWA to fund these improvements as part of the CIP. As is 
indicated in the table above, this additional capital outlay will be recovered through 
parking revenue and has a very high return on investment.
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Third, the EV charging element of this contract is not currently included in the 
programmed CIP. As a result, BOAC’s approval of this item will increase the total 
programmed portion of the CIP by $24,902,602. That budget consists of $21,940,619 in 
hard costs, $767,922 in LAWA soft costs, and $2,194,062 for LAWA contingency. 
Providing EV charging is a critical part of meeting LAWA’s and the City of Los Angeles’ 
sustainability objectives and will help meet the goals in LAWA’s Sustainability Action 
Plan. Just as for the parking service capital costs above, the capital costs for EV charger 
installation initially were intended to be borne by the EV provider. But after further 
analysis it was determined to be better financially for LAWA to fund these costs as part 
of the CIP. And as indicated above, this additional capital outlay will be recovered 
through EV charger fees and has a very high return on investment.

In summary, with the adoption of this report, the Board will authorize an increase in the CIP by 
$41,594,575 (the total of the two scopes of work not already included in the CIP). Budget for 
this action will also result in a reduction of LAWA’s unallocated envelope for capital 
improvements by a corresponding amount.

4. Alternatives Considered

Take No Action
A ‘No Action’ will result in the inability to implement new smart parking technology and 
features. LAWA will have no new scope of services under the existing parking 
management contract for LAX CTA parking expiring May 31, 2021.

Extend current contract for LAX CTA Parking Management
LAWA may negotiate an extension of time under the current expiring contract without the
additional scope of smart parking services.

Extend current contract for Lot E Parking Management
LAWA may negotiate the current Lot E contract to conduct parking management of the 
Intermodal Facility - West.

APPROPRIATIONS:

Funds for the contract for the fiscal year 2020/21 are in LAX Cost Centers 2001061-69 1240005 
- Landside Management and Airport Permit Services, Commitment Item 520 - Contractual 
Services. Funding for subsequent fiscal years will be requested as part of the annual budget 
process.

Furthermore, appropriations of $43,263,630 in capital funds are requested to fund the hard 
costs and contingencies identified for the three CIP elements described in the Fiscal Impact 
section above. Appropriations for the soft costs for these projects has been previously provided 
by the Board with the adoption of specific contracts used to support the capital program, 
including but not limited to, project and construction management services, project controls and 
inspection.
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STANDARD PROVISIONS:

This action, as a continuing administrative activity, is categorically exempt from California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requirements pursuant to Article II, 2(f) of the Los 
Angeles City CEQA Guidelines. Also, this action, as a minor construction activity where 
there will be no expansion of use, is categorically exempt pursuant to Article III, Class 1 (1) 
of the Los Angeles City CEQA Guidelines.

1.

This proposed document(s) is/are subject to approval as to form by the City Attorney.2.

Actions taken on this item by the Board of Airport Commissioners will become final pursuant 
to the provisions of Los Angeles City Charter Section 373.

3.

ABM Aviation Inc. will comply with the Service Contractor Worker Retention and/or Living 
Wage Ordinance.

4.

Procurement Services reviewed this action (File No. 9289) and established a goal of 10% 
Airport Concessions Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program participation. ABM 
Aviation Inc. proposes 13.66% ACDBE participation.

5.

ABM Aviation Inc. will comply with the provisions of the Affirmative Action Program.6.

ABM Aviation Inc. has been assigned Business Tax Registration Certificate No. 
0000682409-0001-1.

7.

ABM Aviation Inc. will comply with the provisions of the Child Support Obligations 
Ordinance.

8.

ABM Aviation Inc. has approved insurance documents, in the terms and amounts required, 
on file with the Los Angeles World Airports.

9.

10. This action is not subject to the provisions of Charter Section 1022 (Use of Independent 
Contractors).

11. ABM Aviation Inc. has submitted the Contractor Responsibility Program Questionnaire and 
Pledge of Compliance and will comply with the provisions of the Contractor Responsibility 
Program.

12. ABM Aviation Inc. has been determined by Public Works, Office of Contract Compliance, to 
be in full compliance with the provisions of the Equal Benefits Ordinance.

13. ABM Aviation Inc. will comply with the provisions of the First Source Hiring Program.

14. ABM Aviation Inc. has submitted the Bidder Contributions CEC Form 55 and will comply with 
its provisions.

15. ABM Aviation Inc. has submitted the Iran Contracting Act of 2010 Affidavit.
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